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T-REX (Tree and reticulogram REConstruction) is
a web server dedicated to the reconstruction of
phylogenetic trees, reticulation networks and to
the inference of horizontal gene transfer (HGT)
events. T-REX includes several popular bioinformatics applications such as MUSCLE, MAFFT,
Neighbor Joining, NINJA, BioNJ, PhyML, RAxML,
random phylogenetic tree generator and some
well-known sequence-to-distance transformation
models. It also comprises fast and effective
methods for inferring phylogenetic trees from
complete and incomplete distance matrices as
well as for reconstructing reticulograms and HGT
networks, including the detection and validation of
complete and partial gene transfers, inference of
consensus HGT scenarios and interactive HGT identification, developed by the authors. The included
methods allows for validating and visualizing phylogenetic trees and networks which can be built from
distance or sequence data. The web server is
available at: www.trex.uqam.ca.
INTRODUCTION
Phylogenetic trees, i.e. evolutionary trees, additive trees or
phylogenies, are the basic structures traditionally used to
represent differences between species, and then to analyze
those differences statistically (1). Evolutionary relationships among species or other types of taxa can be
inferred according to similarities and differences in their
genetic or morphological characteristics. Phylogenetic
trees can be reconstructed by distance-based methods (2)
or by character-based methods (3). The use of distancebased methods is generally, but not necessarily, a two-step
process, where distances are ﬁrst estimated from character
data and then a tree is inferred from the estimated distances. The character-based methods, which include
Bayesian inference, maximum likelihood and maximum

parsimony, rely on the explicit assumption that a set of
sequences evolved from a common ancestor by a process
of mutation and selection without mixing (e.g. without
recombination events).
It is well known, however, that several complex evolutionary mechanisms cannot be adequately described by a
phylogenetic tree model (4). Thus, phylogenetic networks
should be used when reticulation events, such as hybridization, horizontal gene transfer (HGT), recombination
or gene duplication followed by gene loss, have inﬂuenced species evolution (5,6). A reticulogram, i.e. reticulated cladogram, is an undirected phylogenetic network
capable of portraying reticulate patterns of relationships
among organisms (7). Reticulograms have been employed
to characterize various phylogenetic and biogeographic
mechanisms including hybridization between species,
comprising allopolyploidy in plants, microevolution of
local populations within a species, historical biogeography
events and, ﬁnally, homoplasy, which is the portion of
phylogenetic similarity resulting from evolutionary convergence (7,8).
An HGT network consists of a traditional phylogenetic,
i.e. species, tree with a set of directed branches representing horizontal, i.e. lateral, transfers of the given gene.
HGT involves a direct transfer of genetic material from
one lineage to another. Bacteria and archaea have
developed sophisticated mechanisms of the acquisition of
new genes via HGT as an effective way of adaptation to
varying environmental conditions (9–12). Two models of
HGT have been described in the literature (13). First, and
the most popular of them, is the traditional model of
complete HGT (14,15). This model assumes that the
transferred gene either displaces the orthologous gene of
the recipient genome or, when the orthologue is absent in
the recipient, is incorporated into the recipient genome as
a new gene. The second model is that of partial gene
transfer, which involves the formation of mosaic genes
(16). A mosaic gene consists of interspersed blocks of
sequences having different evolutionary histories but
found combined in the resulting allele following HGT
and intragenic recombination events (11,17).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The T-REX web server allows users to perform several
popular methods of phylogenetic analysis as well as
some new phylogenetic applications for inferring,
drawing and validating phylogenetic trees and networks,
which we have developed. The latest web server version of
T-REX includes the following applications:
(1) Methods for the visualization and interactive manipulation of phylogenetic trees using hierarchical
vertical, hierarchical horizontal, radial and axial
types of tree drawing (28). For instance, the
Newick Viewer application allows users to visualize
a tree coded by its Newick string.
(2) An application for drawing phylogenetic trees,
allowing for saving them in the Newick format.
This program requires the support of the Canvas
program by the user’s browser. Canvas is supported by many web browsers including Internet
Explorer (starting from version 9.0), Firefox
(starting from version 2.0) and Safari (staring
from version 3.1). A detailed user guide specifying
how to create or remove node(s) and branch(es) of
a phylogenetic tree is supplied for this application.
(3) Methods for inferring and validating phylogenetic
trees using distances: traditional Neighbor Joining
(NJ, 29), NINJA fast large-scale NJ implementation (30), BioNJ (31), UNJ (32), ADDTREE (33),
MW (34), FITCH (23) and Circular order reconstruction (35), maximum parsimony (MS): MS
methods from PHYLIP (23) and maximum
likelihood (ML): the latest versions of PHYML
(36) and RAxML (20) as well as ML methods
from PHYLIP (23). For most of the available algorithms, T-REX also carries out bootstrap
resampling to assess support of the tree branches.
Here, we will give more details on the methods
developed by our research group. Circular order
reconstruction method (35) builds a phylogeny

using a circular order of taxa associated with a
given matrix of evolutionary distances. This
ﬁtting method was inspired by Yushmanov’s (37)
article, which introduced the concept of circular
orders of taxa corresponding to the clockwise
scanning of leaves of a phylogenetic tree. The
MW (Method of Weights) procedure searches for
the best phylogenetic tree, in the least-squares
sense, with respect to the given distance and
weight matrices. This method allows for arbitrary
weights which may be chosen according to one of
the traditional weighting models (34). The tree
obtained by any of the seven available distancebased methods is then polished using the procedure
of quadratic approximation of its branch lengths
[see (28) in the unweighted case and (34) in the
weighted case], which is carried out to improve
the value of the least-squares criterion while
avoiding negative branch lengths.
(4) Methods for reconstructing phylogenetic trees from a
distance matrix containing missing values, i.e.
incomplete matrices. The following four ﬁtting
methods are available: Triangles method by
Guénoche and Leclerc (38), Ultrametric procedure
for the estimation of missing values by Landry
et al. (39) followed by NJ, Additive procedure for
the estimation of missing values by Landry et al.
(39) followed by NJ, and the Modiﬁed Weighted
least-squares method (MW*) by Makarenkov and
Lapointe (40). The MW* method assigns the
weight of 1 to the existing entries, the weight of
0.5 to the estimated entries and the weight of 0
when the entry estimation is impossible. The simulations described in (40) showed that the MW*
method clearly outperforms the Triangles,
Ultrametric and Additive procedures.
(5) A method for inferring reticulograms from distance
matrices. The reticulogram reconstruction program
ﬁrst builds a supporting phylogenetic tree using one
of the existing tree inferring methods. Following
this, a reticulation branch that minimizes the
least-squares or the weighted least-squares objective function is added to the tree (or network
starting from Step 2) at each step of the algorithm
(7). Two statistical criteria, Q1 and Q2, have been
proposed to measure the gain in ﬁt provided by
each reticulation branch:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PP
ðdði, jÞ  ði, jÞÞ2
Q1 ¼

Q2 ¼

i2X j2X

and

nðn  1Þ=2  N
PP
ðdði, jÞ  ði, jÞÞ2
i2X j2X

nðn  1Þ=2  N

ð1Þ
:

The numerator of these functions is the square root
of the sum (or the sum itself) of the quadratic differences between the values of the given evolutionary distance  and the corresponding reticulogram
estimates d, n is the number of taxa in the
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In this article, we present the T-REX (Tree and
reticulogram REConstruction) web server designed to
help evolutionary biologists and bioinformatics researchers build, visualize and validate phylogenetic trees,
reticulograms and HGT networks. This is a continuation
of the T-REX project started in 2001 with the release of
the Windows version of the T-REX package (18) whose
development stopped in 2006. The most known existing
web servers dedicated to the inference and validation of
phylogenetic trees are the following: Phylogeny.fr (19),
RAxML (20) and PhyML (21) web servers, Phylemon
(22) as well as different web server versions of the
PHYLIP package (23). While the tree inference methods
are provided by many dedicated web servers, the reconstruction of reticulograms and HGT networks is offered
only by T-REX. It is worth noting that the most known
software intended to detect HGT events, but not available
via web services, are the following: LatTrans (24),
HorizStory (25), Efﬁcient Evaluation of Edit Paths (26)
and PhyloNet package including RIATA-HGT (27).
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T

i

ð2Þ
where ki ðtÞ is equal to 1 if the transfer t is a part of the
minimum-cost scenario k for the gene tree replicate
T0i and equal to 0, otherwise, NT’ is the number of
gene tree replicates, i.e. number of HGT bootstrap
replicates, generated from re-sampled gene sequences
and Ni is the number of minimum-cost scenarios
obtained when carrying out the algorithm with the
species tree replicate T, which is assumed to be ﬁxed,
and the gene tree Ti’. HGT Consensus, Parallel and
Interactive versions of the HGT-Detection algorithm
are also available. The Consensus version of the algorithm yields a consensus HGT scenario obtained
for a given species tree and a set of gene trees. The
Parallel version allows the user to speed up the HGT
computation by executing the program on a
32-processor Linux cluster, whereas the Interactive
version allows the user to pre-deﬁne some HGTs
and then accept, reject or change the direction of

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

each transfer proposed by the HGT-Detection algorithm during the program execution. A version of the
program allowing for identifying Partial HGT scenarios, when only a part of the gene is acquired by
the host allele through intragenic recombination,
is also provided (16). Note that the results of the
HGT detection algorithms depend on the position
of the species and gene tree roots. The user can
select the tree roots by checking the appropriate
check boxes prior to launching the computation.
MAFFT (41) and MUSCLE (42) algorithms, which
are among the most widely used multiple sequence
alignment tools, are available with slow and fast
pairwise alignment options.
Most common Sequence to Distance transformations. The following popular substitution models
of DNA and amino acids evolution allowing for
estimating evolutionary distances from sequence
data have been included to T-REX: Uncorrected
distance, Jukes–Cantor (43), K80 – two parameters
(44), T92 (45), Tajima–Nei (46), Jin–Nei gamma
(47), Kimura protein (48), LogDet (49), F84 (50),
WAG (51), JTT (52) and LG (53).
Computation of the Robison and Foulds (RF) topological distance. This program computes the RF
topological distance (54), which is a well-known
measure of the tree similarity, between the ﬁrst tree
and all the following trees speciﬁed by the user. The
trees can be supplied in the Newick or Distance
matrix formats. An optimal algorithm described in
(55) is carried out to compute the RF metric.
Newick to Distance matrix and Distance matrix to
Newick format conversion. This application allows
the user to convert a phylogenetic tree from the
Newick format to the Distance matrix format and
vice versa.
Random phylogenetic tree generation program. This
application generates k random phylogenetic trees
with n leaves, i.e. species or taxa, and an average
branch length l using the random tree generation
procedure described by Kuhner and Felsenstein
(56), where the variables k, n and l are deﬁned
by the user. The branch lengths of trees follow
an exponential distribution. The branch lengths
are multiplied by 1+ax, where the variable x is
obtained from an exponential distribution
(P(x > k) = exp(k)), and the constant a is a
tuning factor accounting for the deviation intensity
(as recommended in (57), the value of a was set to
0.8). The random trees generated by this procedure
have depth of O(log (n)).

RESULTS
The three main types of results provided by the T-REX
web server are the following:
(1) A phylogenetic tree drawing (Figure 1), ﬁtting statistics and resulting tree coded in the Newick format.
Fitting statistics include the ﬁtted tree distance
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considered set X and N is the number of branches
in the reticulogram, i.e. total of the phylogenetic
tree branches and reticulation branches. The
minimum of Q1 or Q2 can deﬁne a stopping rule
for the addition of reticulation branches. A predeﬁned number of reticulation branches, K, can also
be added to the supporting tree. The web server
version of T-REX also provides the possibility of
inferring the supporting tree using one distance
matrix and then for adding reticulation branches
using another distance matrix. Such an algorithm
can be applied for depicting morphological or
genetic similarities among given species or for identifying HGT events by using the ﬁrst distance
matrix to infer the species tree and the second
matrix (containing the gene-related distances) to
infer the reticulation branches representing
putative HGTs (7,8).
(6) Complete and partial HGT detection and validation
methods. The HGT-Detection program aims to determine an optimal, i.e. minimum-cost, scenario of
HGTs while proceeding by a gradual reconciliation
of the given species and gene trees (12). This algorithm was shown to be faster and generally more
effective than the LatTrans (24) and RIATA-HGT
(27) techniques. Statistical validation of the
obtained gene transfers by bootstrapping can be
performed. The HGT bootstrap scores of the predicted gene transfers are obtained by taking into
account the uncertainty of the gene tree as well
as the number of occurrences of the selected transfers in all minimum-cost HGT scenarios found for
the given species tree and the generated gene tree
replicates (12,16). The following formula is used to
compute the bootstrap score HGT_BS of the
transfer t obtained while reconciling the species
tree T and the gene tree T’:
!!
X ki ðtÞ
X
 100 % =NT0 ,
HGT BSðtÞ ¼
Ni
1iN 0 1kN
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matrix, list of tree branches with their lengths and,
if computed, their bootstrap scores. For
all distance-based methods, the values of the
(weighted) least-squares coefﬁcient, (weighted)
average absolute difference, (weighted) maximum
absolute difference and the total length of the
obtained tree are also provided. The tree presented
in Figure 1 was obtained using the NJ inferring
method (29). It illustrates phylogenetic relationships for a group of nine vertebrate species.
(2) A reticulogram drawing (Figure 2) and ﬁtting statistics. Fitting statistics include the ﬁtted reticulogram distance matrix and list of reticulogram
branches with their lengths. If the reticulogram reconstruction is performed, T-REX also provides
the values of the least-squares criterion as well as
the values of the selected stopping criterion Q1 or
Q2 for the supporting tree topology and for each
reticulation branch added to the supporting tree.
Figure 2 shows an example of a reticulogram
(7,8) depicting phylogenetic relationships for
the same group of nine vertebrate species. The
reticulation branches linking the pairs of species
(bird – mammal) and (lizard – turtle) suggest that
the connected species are more closely phylogenetically related to each other than it is depicted by
the traditional phylogenetic tree model. The presented network was obtained by adding a predeﬁned number of reticulation branches, K = 2,
to the supporting phylogenetic tree inferred by
NJ (29).

(3) An HGT network in which gene transfers are
indicated by dashed arrows (Figure 3). Numbers
on transfers indicate their order of inference
(except for partial HGT detection). HGT bootstrap
scores, if computed, are indicated between
parentheses and the affected intervals, for Partial
HGT detection only, are indicated between
brackets. The output ﬁle also contains the values
of the bipartition dissimilarity (12), Robinson and
Foulds topological distance (54) and least-squares
coefﬁcient which characterize the proximity
between the considered species and gene trees
(these statistics are provided at each step of the
HGT detection algorithm), list of HGT branches
with their bootstrap scores and affected intervals
(for Partial HGT detection only). The HGT
Consensus algorithm allows the user to infer a consensus HGT scenario. The Interactive version
of the HGT-Detection program allows the user to
specify some gene transfers as well as to validate all
the transfers proposed by the algorithm. Figure 3
shows an example of an HGT network depicting
horizontal transfers of the gene rpl12e for the
group of 14 species originally considered by
Matte-Taillez et. al. [see Figure 1a in (58)] and
subsequently reanalyzed in (12). Five gene transfers
were inferred for this example using the standard
version of the HGT-Detection algorithm (12).
The bootstrap analysis was also carried out for
this data set to assess the robustness of the
obtained HGTs.
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Figure 1. An example of a phylogenetic tree (hierarchical view) showing phylogenetic relationships for a group of nine vertebrate species.
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Figure 3. An example of a HGT network showing horizontal transfers of the gene rpl12e inferred for the group of 14 species originally considered by
Matte-Taillez et al. [see Figure 1a in (58)]. Five gene transfers are indicated by dashed arrows. Numbers on transfers designate their order of
inference. Bootstrap scores of the obtained transfers are indicated between parentheses.
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Figure 2. An example of a reticulogram (axial view) showing phylogenetic relationships for a group of nine vertebrate species.
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The T-REX input data can be in the three following
formats: Newick, PHYLIP and FASTA. All graphical
results provided by the T-REX server can be saved in
the SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) format and then
opened and modiﬁed (e.g. prepared for a publication or
presentation) in the user’s preferred graphics editor. All
numerical results are given in the text format.

CONCLUSION
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In this article, we described the T-REX web server
developed to facilitate the inference, validation and visualization of phylogenetic trees and networks. T-REX
includes several new and classical methods of phylogenetic
analysis. The methods we designed are the following:
Reconstruction of phylogenetic trees from distance data
according to the least-squares, weighted least-squares and
circular order criteria; reconstruction of phylogenetic trees
from distance matrices containing missing values using a
weighted least-squares approach; computation of the
Robinson and Foulds topological distance using an
optimal algorithm; reticulogram inference that can be
carried out according to several stopping rules; and
ﬁnally, identiﬁcation of complete HGT events, including
their validation by bootstrap and compilation of the consensus and interactive HGT scenarios as well as partial
HGT detection (when any part of the given gene can be
incorporated in the recipient allele via intragenic recombination). All these methods have been shown to be effective in the analysis of various traditional, i.e. tree-like,
and reticulate, i.e. network-like, evolutionary patterns
and could become the methods of choice for the community of evolutionary biologists and bioinformatics
researchers.
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